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About This Game

NeonCode is a one hour long cyberpunk-retrowave adventure game. It was inspired by classics such as the Blade Runner-
movies, Miami Vice, Grim Fandango and the games of Telltale.

The game made by a single developer

The game was made by one developer, Zsolt Várady alias fubenalvo, who developed NeonCode in his free time. At first, it was
curiosity that drove him to find out what can one do with free Unity assets, but then, a whole world started to unfold and a story

was needed to be told…
Although not in the game development itself, but he had some help: The dialogues were written by Zsófia Várady-Páll

Who is Craig Williams?

The player takes on the role of private detective Craig Williams, an ex-cop who was suspended due to his problems with
alcohol. He opened his own PI office in a worn-out apartment in the hope of rebuilding his life. Unfortunately, there aren’t

many cases around, and he has to scrape for work…

After a long day, he is on his way to his office when he hears gunshots in the distance. He is the first to arrive to the crime
scene, and soon meets his former work partner, ordered by the police to find out what happened. Perhaps this is the chance for

Craig to prove himself and get his old job and life back?
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A city to walk around in freely

Classic ‘hidden object’ elements

Murders to solve

Cars to drive

Jokes to discover

A real cyberpunk feel with a neon church

….and an attractive damsel in distress

NeonCode was inspired by the style of the Blade Runner-movies, Miami Vice, Grim Fandango and the games of Telltale. One
can also discover some bits and pieces from Day of the Tentacle and Star Wars!

Music

Deus Ex Tempus - Composer: Trevor Lentz

Wraped Night - Composer: Várady Balázs

A desert World - Composer: Nate St. George

Syntwave Loop - Composer: furbyguy

Loading Screen Loop - Composer: Brandon Morris

Neon - Author: neocrey
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Title: NeonCode
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Fubenalvo
Publisher:
Fubenalvo
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: AMD A8-5600 or similar i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT710 or similar (2Gb VRAM)

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Hungarian
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Good game i enjoy it, but you have to buy DLC's to play a lot of factions.

8\/10. Yuppie Psycho is the first game I've ever refunded on Steam; I love everything about the game stylistically and
aesthetically, the mechanics, which I've experienced in these first two hours, leave something to be desired.

Granted, it might've been me being a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 player, but not giving enough pencils in the
tutorial section, where you can put yourself in a situation where you're having to insert the cassette into the player as the mine
repeatedly explodes (the mines being able to repeatedly explode and basically stunlock and then instakill you if there are more
than one in close proximity) and you try to tank the damage with health items was frustrating.

I also felt that the proximity\/radius of the mines sometimes fluctuated, where the same distance on a previous mine that
allowed you to safely pencil them would cause this new mine to explode.

The first boss was also frustrating, where it felt like a case of having to tank damage from triggering mine explosions as the only
way of taking down the boss.

When I reached the 4th floor and then had to gather up the marketing team, and then had to tank damage through trial and error,
and also had to deal with more mines, I knew what was coming probably wasn't for me and I threw in the towel.

I felt bad doing so, and refunding the game, cause I liked everything besides those pieces of gameplay, and I know this dev does
good stuff, but I just wasn't having any fun.

I wish this dev the best of luck in their future endeavors, and I'll be sure to check out their next game. Hopefully it is a bit more
mechanically refined than this one.

Ps. Please go buy the soundtrack by Michael "Garoad" Kelly located here: https:\/\/garoad.bandcamp.com\/album\/yuppie-
psycho-original-soundtrack it is excellent.. This is a on rails VR shooter that unfortunatly isn't very fun. The gameplay in general
is very limited, basically point and shoot at the enemies that don't really do much against you, they just mostly float around until
you kill them, not very engaging or fun. The voice acting is pretty subpar, sounds design doesn't sound very punchy or
noticeable, and at times there's no sound at all when there should be.

Guess it looks nice though.

Overall there isn't much to say, it's not bad persay, but there's nothing fun or engaging about it, and if you can't make something
fun in VR, well then what's the point of making it in VR in the first place?

. Simple clever puzzles. I really did enjoy this hidden object game, alot of thought and care has been put into this which is more
than I can say for some of the newer ones. The music and background sound effects really set the tone well and I love the art
style. The story line is rather good as well which is a nice bonus and it took me a good few hours to compleat.. Cheap DLC is
best DLC.. Ah! I hate cliffhangers! Fair enough if you want to make a series but at least make each game a full story with an
over-arching plot that develops over the course of the games (Mystery Case Files and the Otherworld series come to mind) I
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really liked this game, but that's because I enjoy any game that gets me to do alchemy. Storyline was cool, graphics were lovely
and the abilities were a nice touch too. I also like it when I clear a room that there's a sign at the top that says 'Area clear' -
makes it easier to figure out what I missed if I get stuck. Overall go for it if it's on sale, but only if cliffhangers don't make you
go into a Hulk-style rage.
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My first rpg-maker game was greyfox, which made me fall in love with this particular kind of rpg-maker games. Very good
RPG maker game with no combat system and you do not have to run away from enemies, as in most rpg-maker horror games.
Puzzles are good to solve, it was very good, almost too short, I hope for more chapters.

Mein erstes rpg-maker spiel war greyfox, durch welches ich mich in diese besondere art von rpg-maker spiele verliebt habe.
Gutes RPG-Maker-Spiel ohne Kampfsystem und man muss nicht vor Feinden davonrennen, wie in den meisten rpg-maker-
horror-games. R\u00e4tsel sind gut zu l\u00f6sen, es war sehr gut, fast schon zu kurz, ich hoffe auf weitere Kapitel.. Do not
play this asset Flip of game a random cash grab, keep ya $2USD, plus they get salty if you tell them they asset flip and ban you.
This is probably one of the only games I think that can stand up to a console game like Singstar. Now with all games when first
released, there wil be some bugs that need to be fixed. That's understandable. So I don't mind if the game crashes once every
other time we play with it. ME and my friends still enjoy singing through the songs. Some may claim it is too easy, but I think
thats what you need with a game like this. So it can include everyone in the family, even the tone deaf ones.

With 40 songs to choose from and promise of DLC packs in the future. I think this is a great game for the price you are paying
for. :). No this is not like Amnesia as a few people have said. I have been playing for the last 1.5 hours and i`m enjoying this
game so far. This is not a final review, i just wanted to tell everyone it`s NOT like Amnesia.. VR short movie worth a watch. It
is short. I wish there was hand and arm movement to make it seem like it was more of you involved. There should have been
more tension from the girl. In other words more acting from her. Other than that it was free and another VR experience I had
not had before. Get it and watch it. It is not really scary but you are the victim. Freaky.

For those who don't have VR here is a link to the video.
https://youtu.be/WiGxXDteXcg. A nice point & click adventure that contains some not-too-difficult puzzles, but also some of
the solutions that are not very obvious. Halloween theme with a tint of humour provides for some evenings worth spending over
Evil Pumpkin.. Brings me right back to 10 years ago playing Wii Baseball on my 32cm TV in my bedroom at my parent's house.
Fun little batting sim with great physics and batting mechanics. Feels great when you nail a ball sweetly. Very realistic.

Could use some basic settings such as the ability to turn off the music and to move the hitting position. Would rather it to the
side than the center to give more swinging room, I'm always afraid I'm going to hit something. Having to the squeeze the grip to
hold the bat constantly tires out my hand somewhat too.

Other than that, fun little game and shows the potential for a full baseball game in the future.. Awesome game! If you like the
board game, then you will really enjoy this adaptation, and you can even play online with your friends!. a very intuitive
software. would recommend to beginners\/light users.

if you need a more professional software however, plenty of better options.. foi pra onde, macaco
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